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harming their enjoyment of the round. This is a 
golfer issue not a walking v. cart issue. 

And we are doing something about it. 
We are currently negotiating with the City of 

Rockville and the professional staff at their mu-
nicipal layout, Redgate Golf Course, to partner in 
the creation of an educational video for golfers 
which will be filmed this spring. 

This 15 minute video would be displayed in 
pro shops or concession areas and explain to 
players in a simple clear way a dozen speed of 
play or rule of play tips to speed their rounds. 
We want these tips to 
be something players 
immediately take to the 
course and use. 

Once we are success-
fully educating golfers, 
then we want to help 
golf courses to train 
their marshals on how 
they can enforce these 
rules effectively. Mar-
shal training is cur-
rently time consuming and potentially expensive 
for a golf course. 

Marshal turnover is high, forcing continuous 
reeducation on part of the golf course creating 
inconsistency at a particular golf course and one 
course to the next. 

To this end we intend to create a Marshal 
Training Program. This program, which will 
include a 30 to 60 minute video, work book and 
test will save golf courses hundreds if not thou-
sands of dollars. 

You know as a golfer, there is nothing more 
frustrating than a marshal flying up to your 
group and yelling at you for slow play when you 
have been the person waiting for others during 
the entire round and doing everything you can 
to get the group to pick it up. 

You leave the golf course with a bad taste in 
your mouth feeling like that marshal has no idea 
what your group was doing or how to manage 
play on the course — let alone how to talk to 

people. 
Through our training program, a marshal will 

be taught how to quickly observe a group and 
then strategically engage with them in a positive 
way to speed up play. The program will, even 
more importantly, teach marshals how to man-
age and maintain play in the first place! 

Many times marshals are the ambassador of a 
golf course. Other than the guy that took your 
money and the kid at the concession stand, you 
might not meet any other staff at the course. 
Therefore, it's in the interest of the golf course 
that marshals are well trained, personable and 
good shepherds. 

This is actually 
where the opportunity 
comes in for Golf 
Course News and our-
selves to work in some 
way with Redgate and 
the City of Rockville. 
How could we partner 
to distribute these mar-
shal training videos and 
publicize this program? 
Our issue is not the pro-
solid distribution net-

'Once we are successfully 
educating golfers, then we want 
to help golf courses to train their 

marshals on how they can enforce 
these rules effectively\ 

—Graham Whatley 

duction but building 
work. 

Furthermore, we are going to be conducting a 
lot of research in partnership with golf courses 
and the National Golf Foundation. 

Redgate, for instance, is very interested in work-
ing with us on some of the problems they face. 

Bottom line, our goal is not to be adversarial. 
Your article, I'm afraid appeared to portray 
us that way. We will not be able to work with 
and attract golf courses if they perceive we 
plan to order them to simply allow walking. 
It's unrealistic. 

We believe this can definitely be a win-win 
situation for everyone. 

Furthermore, I hope there is a way we can 
work together in the best interests of the spirit of 
the golf. 

Thank you, 
Graham Whatley 
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Jake's SandScorpion ready to strike 

Jacobsen has introduced its new SandScorpion bunker and 
infield rake to provide a convenient walk-through deck with 

generous leg room. Jacobsen also designed the operator posi-
tion for 360 degree visibility while keeping the operator away 
from sand and debris. A tilt steering wheel allows customizing 
the wheel position for individual comfort and peak productivity. 
Steering requires minimal effort. Customers can purchase an 
additional battery tray, which holds six 8-volt batteries, to extend 
operating time. The SandScorpion Electric operates an average 
of up to six hours per charge in most conditions. 

For more information, contact 414-637-6711. 
CIRCLE #205 

Hurdzan/flat pipe 
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pretty harsh thought I would admit, but 
not without a fair amount of truth. 

We are living in a period of rapid tech-
nological innovation and application that 
is trending toward a pattern of life that is 
more naturally sustainable This period 
has no foreseeable end and the pace will 
only quicken as we learn more about the 
complex world in which we live. Hence it 
is an individual decision to either grow or 
not, but to frown on a new idea or concept 
without giving it an unbiased delibera-

tion, to me, signals being past your prime. 
For all of those reasons I am surprised 

that flat tile in greens would generate con-
troversy — stimulate thought perhaps, but 
not generate controversy. 

Build a test green by first sending off 
your rootzone material to a certified lab to 
be sure it meets some performance stan-
dard or selection criteria. Then build a test 
plot with about 11/2% slope as you would 
in a golf green, divide the green with an 
impermeable barrier, install round tile on 
one-half and flat tile on the other, with 
each system having it own sampling pit to 
catch leachate — then make a decision. 
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develop our national network - offering 
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C AK Contract Services and 
^ Franchise Information 

Tel: 706-353-8487 
Laserturf USA Inc. 
405 Belmont Road 
Athens, Georgia 30605 

Laserturf Leveling Continuing to Set the Standard 
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Bring out the best 
in your turf with our 
water soluble fertilizer. 
Our turf grade is 
available in a variety 
of analyses and 
is designed for light, 
frequent application 
and maximum nutrient 
control. It is compatible 
with control products 
and dissolves with 
minimal agitation. 
Count on consistent 
products and reliable 
results, every time. 

1-800-298-4656 


